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Stratigraphic Record -
DSDP Core-holes & Oceanic Islands
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Locations with reviewed and revised 
biostratigraphy (SRC 2018):

DSDP core-holes

Outcrop on oceanic islands

Focus of our study:
Early to mid Tertiary unconformities recognised 
in the stratigraphy from all locations, mostly on 
oceanic crust
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397                 415               370/416

3 All on oceanic crust

Stratigraphic Record -
Base Tertiary Unconformity 

DSDP’s -
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397                 415               370/416

>100 Ma 30 Ma 40 Ma

Base Tertiary Unconformity - major 
stratigraphic break

Non-deposition or missing section?
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Stratigraphic Record -
Base Tertiary Unconformity 

DSDP’s -
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Offshore Morocco - New Seismic

Area covered by a new 2D regional 
survey shot by Geoex in 2018

• Super-regional (some lines >700 km)

• Spans the continent-ocean boundary

• Deep-imaging/high resolution

• Ties to key DSDP core-holes and to 
industry wells
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Base Tertiary Unconformity 
on Seismic

Line 8000 North of area

Seismic shows super-regional truncation at the 
Base Tertiary Unconformity

Ties directly to stratigraphic break at base 
Paleocene level seen in DSDP’s 
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Section from North of area

Geoseismic section flattened on 
Base Tertiary Unconformity

Base Tertiary Unconformity 
on Seismic

Location of section on previous slide
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416/370

Line 8000



Section from South of area

Geoseismic section flattened on 
Base Tertiary Unconformity

Demonstrates the truly regional extent of the 
truncational unconformity
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~500 km

Base Tertiary Unconformity 
on Seismic
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Line 7025



• Regional truncation by BTU on a huge scale over 
oceanic crust

• Angle of truncation ~ 0.4°

• Not visible at the normal licence-block seismic 
scale

• Therefore likely to go unseen/undetected 
=> would not be taken account of in basin            
modelling/petroleum systems analysis

Truncation => Missing Section => Erosion

Key questions:  

• How much erosion?

• What was the mechanism?
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Conclusions Drawn from Seismic
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Sample Collection for 
Thermal History Reconstruction

• Samples collected for new vitrinite reflectance 
(VR) and apatite fission track analysis (AFTA) 
from IODP Core Repository at University of 
Bremen 

• Samples analysed from DSDP’s 415, 416 & 370

• All located on oceanic crust



DSDP 416 Default Burial History & VR data

Default burial history - Continuous burial 
model i.e. no erosion at unconformities

Measured VR data and VR prediction 
from the default burial history
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DSDP 370 & 416 Combined 
Paleotemperature - Depth Plot
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Paleotemperature estimate from VR
Paleotemperature estimate from AFTA

Striking similarity in paleotemperatures derived 
from AFTA & VR - nearly all points consistent

Data broadly define a linear trend of paleo-
geothermal gradient

Conclusive evidence that pre-BTU section was 
hotter in the past - has cooled by between 20 and 
40°C

Positive implications for source rock maturity on 
oceanic crust
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DSDP 370 & 416 
Gradient versus Missing Section

AFTA & VR  95% C.I. banana plot

Statistical maximum likelihood gradient: 38°C/km 
Implies ~ 600 - 800 m of missing section

Data also consistent with a gradient of 30°C/km 
and 900 - 1200 m of missing section 

A lower gradient would require a greater amount 
of missing section

Key point - Which ever gradient you prefer, 
several hundred metres of missing section is 
required



BTU Truncation - Subcrop Map
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An attempt to understand regional sub-
BTU geometries

Long-wavelength, low-amplitude folds 
with ENE-WSW axial trends

Dominance of northerly/north-westerly 
downward truncation therefore folds 
likely to be asymmetric and verging to 
north
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BTU Truncation - Subcrop Map

An attempt to understand regional sub-
BTU geometries

Long-wavelength, low-amplitude folds 
with ENE-WSW axial trends

Dominance of northerly/north-westerly 
downward truncation therefore folds 
likely to be asymmetric and verging to 
north

Two structural culminations are 
recognised: Canaries Anticline and 
Coral Patch Ridge

This is deformation of oceanic crust 
(OCD)



Oceanic Crust Deformation - Base Tertiary Unconformity
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? ?

• Long-wavelength/low-amplitude folding of OC 

• Possibly on deep-rooted thrusts - deformation on-going through to Oligo-Miocene

• Thrusts propagate up-section to later deform the BTU and form late, shorter-
wavelength fold/thrust structures as seen on Fuerteventura and the Coral Patch Ridge



Structure

• An episode of super-regional uplift recognised over oceanic crust

• The data imply erosion has cut deep into the Cretaceous before 
deposition of the Paleogene section

• Tectonic mechanism - interpreted as long-wavelength buckling of 
oceanic crust on ENE-WSW axial trends

• First signs of Africa - Eurasia convergence along the West African 
margin?

• Structure continued to evolve into basement-involved Oligo-
Miocene thrusting, as seen on Fuerteventura and Coral Patch Ridge

Summary Conclusions
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Implications - Thermal History & Petroleum Systems Analysis

• Provides a method for formation of hydrocarbon-trapping 
structures over oceanic crust

• Maturity of proven deep-water source rocks is greatly enhanced 
by the additional burial prior to uplift & erosion of the missing 
section

• Timing is critical: Peak maturity & hydrocarbon generation 
occurs before Tertiary uplift

• Prospectivity thus requires early formed traps with preservation 
through later tectonic episodes

• Thermal history data is critical, even on oceanic crust

Summary Conclusions
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Thank you for your 
attention
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Canaries Thrust Model
Mid Tertiary structuring ….

for another day


